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Novell Linux Desktop 9 User's Handbook is the official  handbook to help you take control of you Novell Linux Desktop. Walk  through the new Novell Linux interfaces as you learn how to use  them, interact with the operating system, create files and more.  Cover everything that you need to know to effectively and  efficiently use the new desktop and quickly get up to speed on the  latest technology from Novell with Novell Linux Desktop 9 User's  Handbook.
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Joe Habraken is a best-selling author and information technology professional who has written more than 20 books on networking, desktop operating systems, and software applications. Joe serves as an assistant professor at the University of New England where he teaches a variety of information technology and communication courses. His recent titles include the Absolute Beginner's Guide to Networking (Fourth Edition) and Skinning Microsoft Windows XP.
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Aspects of Semidefinite Programming: Interior Point Algorithms and Selected Applications (Applied Optimization)Springer, 2002
This monograph has grown from my PhD thesis Interior point Methods for Semidefinite Programming [39] which was published in December 1997. Since that time, Semidefinite Programming (SDP) has remained a popular research topic and the associated body of literature has grown considerably. As SDP has proved such a useful tool in many applications, like...
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Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 Days begins by establishing the basic parameters of J2ME development and its uses in building wireless applications. The tutorial chapters introduce both text and graphical application development for typical wireless devices. Finally, the book presents the major types of...
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VMware View Security EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Most people associate security with network security and focus on firewalls and network monitoring. However, there is more to security than that. Security starts with the establishment of a stable environment, protecting this environment not only from intrusion, but also from malicious intent. It is about tracking the issue and recovering...
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Python Text Processing with NLTK 2.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Natural Language Processing is used everywhere - in search engines, spell checkers, mobile phones, computer games - even your washing machine. Python's Natural Language Toolkit (NTLK) suite of libraries has rapidly emerged as one of the most efficient tools for Natural Language Processing. You want to employ nothing less than the best...
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Beginning Game AI with Unity: Programming Artificial Intelligence with C#Apress, 2020

	Among all the technologies that have been flourishing in the

	last decade, there is one that is becoming essential for our

	society and it’s enhancing all the other tech fields as well as

	every aspect of our life: Artificial Intelligence (AI). From

	navigation systems to smart cars and from virtual assistants to

	augmented...
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Terrorism, Technology and Apocalyptic FuturesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book centers on the power of mythical narratives and technology in creating the idea of a world that should be purged. The introduction of sin, the fall and other disruptive conflict have led mankind towards a world of scarcity, where suffering and sacrifice prevail. The author analyzes this apocalypse theory, which describes...
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